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photOGRaphy

An image on a photograph can be only
as good as the lens on the camera. Perhaps
a better understanding of the camera lens
and other associated factors would be a
help when deciding which lens to buy.

A good working knowledge of Focal
Lengths of lenses is necessary to avoid
making mistakes when selecting the pro
per lens. To begin with, One Focal Length
is the distance from subject to film when
the subject is very distant and the lens
focused sharply. Another term for this is
infinity focus, and is the closest distance
possible between lens and image. If we
come any closer there is no image at all,
and to focus on subjects closer to the cam
era than infinity, the lens-to-film distance
must be extended. The concept of focal
lengths is difficult to grasp and I have tried
to explain it very basically. Those of you
who wish to go deeper into this concept
can do so with any physics book that des
cribes the laws of optics.

The focal length determines image
scale, picture angle and depth-of-field.
The longer the focal length, the bigger the
image and the narrower the angle of the
field (the entire picture area that the cam
era lens can see). The shorter the focal
length the broader the angle of the field but
the smaller the image. In 35 mm photo
graphy normal focus (standard focus)
lenses range from 50 to 58 mm. The film
format is 24 x 36 mm and the diagonal of
the frame is 43.2 mm. The 50 mm focal
length covers a field of 47 degrees. By
comparison the medium format camera
lenses (6 x 6 or 2\4 square) have a diagonal
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of 79 mm and at its normal lens format
(focal length of75 or 80 mm) covers a field
of 56 degrees. The normal format of a 6 x 6
would be wide angle for a 35 mm lens.

Longer lenses for 35 mm cameras fall
into two general groupings, medium tele
photos with focal lengths from about 85 to
180 mm and extreme telephotos that range
from 200 to 2000 mm.

The following are examples focal length
to angular field relationships.

focal length angular field
85 mm 29 degrees

135 18
200 12
500 5

Additional Information: The longer
the lens, the bigger the image size and the
greater the danger of freehand camera
shake. From the same subject distance a
100 mm lens will give twice the image size
of a 50 mm lens. One of the good rules of
thumb for estimating the longest exposure
times that are likely to be steadily hand
holdable is to divide the focal length by
two. Example: 1/25 of a second for a 50
mm lens and 1/250 for a 500 mm lens.

It is now time to discuss briefly Depth
of-Field. Many people have trouble with
this concept and it should therefore be as
simply stated as possible. Depth-of-field is
that part of the picture that is in focus. So
many inches or feet in front of the subject
and so many inches or feet behind the
subject are in focus when the subject is in
focus. All other parts of the picture are
blurred, and these blurry portions of the

photograph are not part of the depth-of
field. It is important to understand depth
of-field when doing any type of photo
graphic work since all lenses have depth
of-field scales and picture composition
depends on depth-of-field.

The F Stop Numbers are a series of
internationally accepted units that express
the lens speed. Lens speed is the Iight
transmitting or exposure capability of a
lens.

The focal length of the lens divided by
the effective diameter of its free aperature
is the calculated f-stop. Example: An f/2
for a 50 mm lems with an aperature open
ing of 25 mm. An f/4 is an aperature
whose diameter is \4 of the focal length
and an f/ 16 is 1/16 of the focal length etc.

As we have just calculated the bigger
the diameter or opening of the aperature
the smaller the f/stop number. Refer to the
following table where we will assign a
dose of light to each opening. F/16 will
begin the table with a light dose of one
unit.

f-stop nr f/l6 f/ll f/8 f/5.6 f/4 f/2.8
light dose I 2 4 8 16 32

We can see from the table that each f-stop
number pases half as much light as the next
smaller opening and twice as much light as
the next larger one.

Remember that when you are trying to
decide which lens to buy just keep in mind
what type of photography you will be
doing (close-up or long distant shooting)
and most probably you will have very little
difficulty.



MICHKEN
WILDLIFE
CORPORAliON

01314 CHARLEVOIX STREET,
MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA
H3K 2Z9

PHONE (514) 935-9174 or 937-2577
CABLE ADDRESS "ZOOBIRD" MONTREAL

*We have five modern government
approved and veterinarian supervised
quarantine hospitals to serve your
complete wildlife needs.

* Animal mortality and transport insur
ance, freight charges, and customs
brokerage can be arranged upon
request for all shipments.

*We are suppliers to over 400 zoos,
aquariums, bird parks and private
collections throughout the world.

*We specialize in captive raised
specimens and have for ten years.

Please let us serve you.

MEMBER'S A.ALPA & CALPA

BIRDS IMPORT APPLICATION TO:

Dr. George Pierson
Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Federal Center Building
Hyattsville, Maryland 20782
U.S.A.

BIRDS?

Your collection needs birds ?
You do not have a quarantine station ?
You cannot get a good selection ?
You cannot get top-quality specimen?
MICHKEN can solve your problems !

This lovely selection of birds is now
available and can enter the U.S.A.
after 90 days residence in Canada.

6.7 Golden Fronted Fruitsucker
9.9 Java Sparrow
2.2 Bare Throated Bellbird
3.4 Rufous Tree Pies
1.0 Marabou Stork
1.1 Asiatic White Pelican
1.1 Black Stork *1975
2.3 Stanley Crane *1978
5.5 Caribbean Flamingoes *1977
3.3 Abdim's Stork
6.7 East African Crown Crane
2.3 Black Necked Stork
1.0 Saddle Billed Stork *1977
1.1 Painted Stork
1.1 Vonderdeckens Hornbills *1978
1.1 Artic Raven *1978
3.2 Snowy Owl *1978
2.2 European Little Owl *1977
2.2 Tawny Owl *1977
1.1 Australian Brush Turkey
3.3 Ocelated Turkey *1978
2.2 Malayargus Pheasant *1978
1.1 Steamer Duck *1977
3.3 Red Brested Geese *1977
3.3 Ruddy Headed Geese *1977
2.2 Emperor Geese *1977
3.3 Paradise Shelduck *1977
1.1 Hyacinthine Macaw

Mammals worth noting which are
presently available are :

1.1 Bactrian Camel *1978
1.1 Alpaca- Black *1975
2.2 Capybara *1978
1.1 European Lynx *1976
2.4 Dall Sheep *1977-1978
3.4 Brushtailed Phalanger *1978

All permits in order
C*) indicates captive bred animals

Contact us for your complete wildlife
requirements.
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